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Chapter IV: The Princess Alexandra
A Day To Remember

(at Low altitude), the Princess
Alexandra, and the steam launch
(landed). The other ether flyers
shown are tugs used to service
the Orbital Heliograph Station
(see Tales From The Ether); they
aren’t capable of reaching Mars,
and aren’t ready to fly.
For the pur poses of this
scenario, any small arms shot
hitting the Spear counts as a hull
hit. Any shot hitting the Captain
is NOT fatal; however, the Spear
immediately breaks off combat
and crash-lands in the nearest
wo o d s . B y t h e t i m e a nyo n e
reaches the wreck the pilot has
escaped, and will not be found
during this adventure.
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The vast bulk of the Princess
Alexandra looms over the
White Star Line terminal on
the Sussex Downs. It’s hard
to believe that such a gigantic
object can fly. Your luggage is
aboard, and you will follow it
after a final ceremony to mark
the maiden flight.
A brass band picks up a
jaunty air as the Prime Minister
prepares to cut a ribbon across
the main gangplank. You strain
to hear his speech, but the
background noise makes it
completely inaudible.
Nearby some photographers
are loading oxygen tanks and
a long-lensed camera onto an
aerial steam launch. You’ve
heard that they intend to follow
the liner to 24,000 feet, and
record the moment when the
ether screws are activated.
In the distance you hear a
loud chuffing clattering noise,
like a steam train mated to a
huge pair of cymbals. Rising
a b ove s o m e n e a r by t re e s
is a strange-looking f lying
machine, hanging beneath two
oscillating dishes. A gout of
flame flashes from it, a rocket
that explodes midway between
the trees and the crowd.
Some soldiers start to fire,
but it’s obvious that they don’t
have a hope of hitting it from
the ground.

take a moment to commandeer
the launch and prepare to try to
attack the ornithopter.
The Spear is a fast flying machine
fitted with downward-firing rockets
similar to the Hale-type but with
important differences. They attack
targets at an angle of 45 degrees;
for example, one hex forward and
one below, two hexes forward and
two below, to a maximum of four
hexes forward and down. Missiles
have a penetration value of 0 and
damage value of 1. Because the
captain must also trim the ship
and fire the weapons, shots are
at -2 to hit. It carries six rockets,
one already used. Only one shot
may be fired per round.
Since the launch has no heavy
weapons, the only way to deal with
the Spear is to fire small arms
at close range. Alternatively, it is
possible to drop heavy objects
from above (at -2 to hit) if the
launch is directly above the Spear
at the end of any movement phase.
There are two heavy cameras and
six heavy oxygen bottles on the
launch; all hits from above are
automatically hull hits, since no
other part of the Spear is visible
from above.
The pilot of the Spear aims to
destroy the Princess Alexandra;
in fact he can only delay the flight
by a day if one missile hits, by
a week if two or three missiles
hit, and by two weeks if four or
five missiles hit. Any shot which
misses may strike the crowd or
one of the buildings; roll 1D6 for
direction (as for wind direction),
then 1D6 for the number of hexes
by which the missile misses its
target; they are home made, and
any rocket which misses may
go wildly off course. Roll 1D6-1
for the number of casualties if
there is a hit on a lightly crowded
area, 2D6-2 if there is a hit on a
heavily crowded area, and 1D6-1
if a building is hit. See the map
for initial positions of the Spear

If the adventurers have
previously seen (or heard) the
Fenian Spear, they’ll recognise
it again now. They shouldn’t have
any weapons, apart from hand
guns and other items in their
pockets. However, there is an
aerial steam launch nearby; the
crew have taken cover (unless
the team includes no-one able
to fly it), and there are soldiers
in easy reach. It should only

Combat Using
Sky Galleons of Mars

For this battle, the map hexes
represented are 100 feet across
rather than the standard 200
yards.
The Spear mounts a battery of
Hale Rockets but fires them singly,
not in salvos. Each shot must be
aimed and fired, and is at -2 to
hit. The pilot can only fire one
shot per round. The ornithopter
has trained crew, any NPC crew on
the launch are also trained. If the
ornithopter is used against any
normally armed vessel all crew
hits are hits to the captain, all
other hits are hull hits. See above
for other special rules relating to
this aircraft.
The ornithopter is designed and
rated on the assumption that all
components cost and weigh 25%
of those for a normal aerial flyer,
and have 25% of normal capacity
or power. Lift is calculated by
LV = 25 Hs/T
with speed calculated normally.
It’s likely that the team will be
able to stop the Spear, or at least
prevent serious damage to the
Princess Alexandra. Such a feat
of derring-do in front of the Prime
Minister and the cream of Society
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See page 92 for a larger version of the Terminal map, and page 93 for ready-to-print versions of the ship sheets.
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will certainly enhance reputations,
and should be well-rewarded. The
launch lands to prolonged cheers
and a triumphant tune from the
brass band, unless there have
been heavy casualties on the
ground. If the adventurers don’t
try to save the Princess Alexandra
you should penalise them in some
way; for example, all their luggage
may be destroyed by one of the
missiles. Whatever happens,
Zeenkeer should survive.
If the Pr incess Ale x andra
is delayed for more than a day
you may wish to stage another
encounter (on the lines of those
in the last section) to remind the
adventurers that they still have
enemies. This should not be
lethally dangerous.

First Impressions
As you f inally board the
Princess Alexandra you realise
that you are ill-prepared for the
magnificence of this great ether
flyer. From the mosaics that

decorate the boarding airlock
to the pine-scented freshness
of the gigantic saloon,
everything indicates that no
expense has been spared.
Even the cabins, though small
compared to an ocean liner, are
compact marvels of luxury and
convenience. You recognise
some famous faces, other
passengers are strangers now
but will doubtless be familiar by
the end of the voyage. As you
find your cabins and take your
first look around the vessel,
the last airlock thuds shut and
warning bells ring. You brace
yourself, then there’s a gentle
lurch as the ship rises into the
air. Even through the steel hull
you can hear the cheers of the
crowd, diminishing as the liner
gains altitude.
A half-hour later there’s a
brilliant glow around the stern
of the ship, and the Earth slowly
shrinks into the distance as
the liner accelerates into the
blackness of space.

This section of the adventure
describes the mighty ether flyer
and its passengers and crew. It’s a
good idea to establish the routine
of shipboard life, and give players
an idea of the personalities
involved, before things st ar t
happening. The details and NPCs
in this section may also be useful
in other adventures. The article
“Ether Ship Etiquette” by Greg
Novak may be of use in describing
activities aboard ship, but some
minor changes to its layout and
operation are needed if all the
recommendations of this article
are followed. See page 104 in the
Handouts section for a link to the
article.
All infor ma tion from t he
Illustrated London News,
including the ship’s plans, should
be made available to players
as requested. The “Welcome
Aboard” newsletter is available
as soon as passengers board the
ship; a copy is left in every cabin.
The ready-to-copy version is in the
handouts section, page 94.
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Welcome Aboard The Princess Alexandra
The White Star Line is pleased
to welcome all passengers to the
maiden f light of the Princess
Alexandra.

Itinerary

Meals

Luggage
Trunks are stored in the Baggage
Hold on level 3. The Purser will
be happy to arrange access if
required.

Leak Detection
Shortly after takeoff crewmen will
inspect all parts of the ship for air
leaks, as required by Board of Trade
regulations. There is no cause for
alarm; it is a routine precaution taken
at intervals during every flight.

Emergency Drill
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Currently Mars is nearly in
opposition to Earth, on the far side
of the Sun, so we will follow a route
that crosses the orbit of Venus.
Venus is not close to our planned
course, and no undue turbulence is
anticipated. Our journey will span
approximately two hundred million
miles, and is expected to take ten to
eleven weeks.

can exchange US dollars and
most European currency, and all
Parhooni denominations. We regret
that we are unable to exchange
other Martian denominations.

Animals must be left with the
Purser, and accommodation is
provided in the kennels on level
2. Owners may visit their pets
between 09.00 and 19.00 hours, but
it is regretted that they MUST NOT
be removed from this area.
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Tea is served in cabins as ordered
from 07.00 to 08.30
Breakfast is served in the Saloon
from 08.30 to 10.00
Luncheon is served in the Saloon
from 13.00 to 14.00
Afternoon Tea is served in the
Saloon from 16.30 to 18.00
Dinner is served in the Saloon
from 20.30 to 21.30
Outside these hours the stewards
will be pleased to serve sandwiches
and light refreshments as requested.
There are menus in every cabin and
in the Smoking Lounge etc.
The Bar is open from 11.00 to
24.00 hours on weekdays and
Saturdays, from 13.00 to 22.00
hours on Sundays.

Pets

Ship’s Clocks

All chronometers will remain
synchronised to Greenwich Mean
Time (24-hour clock) until the end
of the voyage.

CurreNcy
Bar bills etc. should be paid at the
end of the voyage. The bar staff and
stewards can only accept payment
in Sterling; however, the Purser

In an emergency alarm bells
will ring CONTINUOUSLY. All
armoured airtight doors must be
closed. If there is a loss of air in
your section of the ship, please
move QUICKLY to a safe area.
Emergency oxygen cylinders are
provided in every cabin and in public
areas; they contain approximately
five minutes supply.
In case of FIRE, please make
every effort to sound the alarm and
to extinguish the blaze. Chemical
e x t i n g u i s h e r s c a n b e fo u n d
throughout the ship. Emergency
drill is held at noon every Sunday.

Officers &
Senior Crew

Sweepstake

Passengers often organise a
sweepstake based on the distance
travelled by the ship. The services of
the Chief Steward are available to
the organisers of such a sweepstake;
however, it must be made clear
that its conduct is solely the
responsibility of passengers, and
that employees of the White Star
Line are absolutely barred from
participation. It is customary to
donate 10% of the prize money to
charity.

Smoking

Gentlemen wishing to smoke
are requested to use the Smoking
Lounge, adjoining the Saloon.
Barring unforeseen circumstances,
smoking will be allowed throughout
the flight.

Captain Nathanial Bastable
MC, RNVR
Lieutenant James Plowright
(First Officer)
Dr Richard Garfield (Doctor)
Mr William McIvar FRS
(Chief Engineer)
Lieutenant Arthur Simms
(Navigator)
Mr Gordon Campbell
(Chief Steward)
Mr Arnold Vickers (Purser)
Mr Jacques Graticule
(Senior Chef)
The officers and crew of the
Princess Alexandra hope that you
will enjoy your voyage, and we will
do everything in our power to ensure
that it is pleasant and memorable.

See page 94 for ready-to-print versions of these handouts.
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wines, spirits, and ales.
E: The luxuriously-appointed
Smoking Lounge has its own air
filtration system, additional to that of
the rest of the ship.
F: A compact Library holds a
selection of the latest novels, and all
standard reference works. The ship’s
newspaper is printed daily throughout
the flight; when in heliograph range
of Earth or Mars it will incorporate
a digest of system news, courtesy of
Reuters.
G: The main Air Lock (on level 1) will
be the passengers’ first glimpse of the
interior of the Princess Alexandra. It
is decorated with a mosaic depicting
the history of flight, from Daedalus
and Icarus to the Montgolfiers and
Edison. Air locks on other levels are
more utilitarian.
H: The leather-lined Music Room is
soundproofed, equipped with a piano
and other instruments, sheet music,
and the latest Edison phonograph plus
a vast assortment of cylinders.
I: The Billiards Room is richly
panelled with exotic woods from
Mars.
J: Chief Steward’s Office.
K: The larger outer Staterooms
are luxuriously appointed. Standard
fittings include a telephone (linked to a
system serving the Galley, Bridge, Bar,
etc.), and a repeater device showing the
liner’s current position against a model
of the Solar System, as calculated by
the navigator and updated every few
hours. Each can accommodate up to
four passengers.
K1: The Owner’s Stateroom. On the
maiden flight this suite is reserved for
the Marquis of Queensberry.
K2: The Royal Stateroom. Reserved
for Mr. Hirikaya Nakimatura.
L: The inner Staterooms are smaller;
each can accommodate two or three
passengers. All fittings etc. are to the
same high standards as the outer
staterooms.
L1: Reserved for Sneel Asnuun, the
Prelate of Gaaryaan, and entourage.

L2: Reserved for Dr W.G. Grace and
son.
M: The passengers’ Bathrooms are
lavishly equipped; there are tiles on
the walls and floors, fittings are goldplated, and hot water is available at
all times. A striking contrast to some
previous ships, which offered nothing
more than a hip-bath!
N: The WCs are almost as luxurious
as the bathrooms. An elaborate
pumping and chemical processing
system substitutes for sewers.
O1-12: The Promenade Deck Cabins,
though little larger than those of any
other ether flyer, are compact marvels
of convenience. They will accommodate
two passengers in comfort, and can be
re-arranged to give a single passenger
more space.
O14-25: The Upper Deck Cabins
are an economical choice; a little less
comfortable than those of the lower
level, but still the equal of any other
ship.
P: The Promenades provide a
breath-taking view of the stars.
Q: Crew’s Quarters.
R: Petty Officer’s Quarters.
S: Crew’s Mess.
T: The main Engine Compartment
features the latest steam turbine
generators and U: Edison patent ether
screw. Speeds in excess of three million
miles per day are anticipated!
V: The Greenhouses are decorative
as well as useful. All provide a vital
source of air and a useful supplement
of fruit and vegetables, and include
a selection of flowers from Earth
and Mars. Recent developments
in hydroponics are incorporated,
dramatically improving the yield per
square foot.
W: Officers Accommodation.
X: The Sick Bay is equipped for
routine medical treatment, dentistry,
and even light surgery.
Y: Purser’s Office.
Z: Strongroom.
AA: Kennels for pets and other
animals. Outfitted to the highest
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From the Illustrated London News:
By far the largest ether liner ever
built, the Princess Alexandra is a
triumphant symbol of the ingenuity
of British engineers. Even the bare
facts are impressive: the liner can
accommodate forty-eight passengers
in double cabins, another fourteen
in luxurious staterooms, and fortysix more in steerage. There are five
officers and twenty-five crew. It has the
largest Edison-patent ether screw ever
built, a Babbage Astrogation Engine,
a billiards room and library, music
room, and dozens of other luxurious
features. It is expected to provide the
fastest, most luxurious ether travel of
any ship on the Earth-Mars route.
All areas of the ship are fitted with
the latest electric lights (Edison/Swan
patent), and there is even a small
telephone system linking important
areas.
Our plan (reproduced by courtesy of
the White Star Line) omits the lower
holds, water tanks, and associated
machinery below level 1. These areas
are not normally accessible in flight.
We begin at the prow of the ship, on
level 1, thence to level 2 etcetera. Note
that some of the features indicated are
present on several decks.
A: The Observatory. Fitted with
two powerful telescopes, field glasses,
an orrery, and other astronomical
equipment. It is anticipated that this
part of the ship will be a “must” for every
passenger. The special glass used here
and in all other areas is estimated to
be capable of withstanding the largest
meteor; nevertheless, steel shutters are
provided for any emergency.
B: The oak-panelled Saloon seats
up to sixty. For social events, such
as the ship’s concert, it is possible to
remove the forward partition and
expand the Saloon to incorporate the
Observatory.
C: The Galley has a staff of three
chefs, all trained to the highest
standards, plus stewards etc.
D: The Bar serves a full range of
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standards, with full quarantine
facilities.
BB: Steerage. Cabins 1 to 17.
Affordable interplanetary transport.
CC: Atmospheric Manouvering
Screws (on pylons outside main hull).
DD: Baggage Store.
EE: Captain’s Night Cabin.
FF: The Bridge, incorporating (GG)
Babbage 80-3-86 series astrogation

engine, (HH) chart room, (II) signals
office, and (JJ) Captain’s day cabin.
KK: Solar Boiler Control Station.
The Solar Boiler uses an oval steel
mirror, larger than that of any other
craft outside military service. The
main features are the hydraulic mirror
azimuth control system, the mirror,
with a surface area of 2010 square
feet, the angled support pylon, with

steam and water lines, the hydraulic
turntable, with coaxial pipe glands
and the boiler pressure chamber.
Under the command of Captain
Nathanial Bastable RNVR, the first
flight of the Princess Alexandra will be
an important landmark in the history
of commercial ether flight. We wish all
passengers, officers, and crew a happy
and safe journey.
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The Princess Alexandra

Spiral Staircase Down
Spiral Staircase Up or Down
Spiral Staircase Up
Staircase Up
Staircase Down
Partition Door
Airtight Door
Glass Portals
Note that bulkhead areas are separated by
airtight doors, and within that area all walls are
partitions.

Scale 1/32

Each segment equals 6 feet.
One inch equals 32 feet.
See pages 98 and 99 for a larger “gamer-style” map of the ship.

Chapter IV: The Princess Alexandra
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Passenger List

also wears traditional Japanese
clothing. Mai has a pet puppy,
which is confined to the kennels.
She will concoct an elaborate
scheme to smuggle it back to her
cabin, recruiting the help of any
adult who seems sympathetic.
The family are accompanied by
a maid, described below; she is
also frequently in the stateroom,
and poses an additional problem
to anyone attempting to gain
access to the book.
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A few passengers are described.
Several cabins have been left
empty, enough for any reasonablysized group of adventurers.
However, the GM should try to
give the impression tha t the
ship is full to capacity. NPC (or
player character) servants will
probably be travelling in the upper
passenger deck, or in steerage
if they are real social outcasts.
Unless otherwise indicated, all
passengers are stock NPCs with
the following characteristics:

talk about the arts.
Because Nakimatura has
legitima te reasons to travel
almost anywhere, he occasionally
acts as a courier for the Japanese
Diplomatic Corps. On this journey
he is carrying a cipher book for
the Japanese legation in Parhoon.
It is concealed in a locked trunk
containing several dozen other
books, all of them in Japanese,
and there is nothing too obvious
to distinguish it from the other
volumes. At least half the books
have no title on the cover, and
even a Japanese speaker will
take some time to find the code
book. There is one easier way to
find the book. All code books are
weighted to allow easy disposal at
sea, and this one is no exception.
Although it is a small slim volume,
with eighty edible rice paper
pages, it weighs nearly a pound.
The code book is printed in
tiny Japanese letters. Copying
will take at least a hundred hours
by hand, or four to six hours
photographically; remember that
almost all cameras currently use
glass plates which require long
exposures and must be changed
after every shot, or extremely
slow roll films.
M r. N a k i m a t u r a s p e a k s
reasonable English and French,
and dresses in Western clothing.
H e s h o u l d b e p l aye d a s a n
experienced Merchant NPC.

NPC Type: Civilian
Experience: Trained/Experienced
Marksman: 2
Attributes: Mental
Arms: —


K1: John Sholto Douglas,
8th Marquis Of Queensberry
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Queensberry is most famous
for formulating rules for legalized
boxing. He has a fiery temper,
and will not tolerate any real or
imagined insult. He is taking his
son on a trip to Mars, hoping that
it will somehow “toughen the
young idler.”
NPC Type: Experienced Officer

Lord Alfred Douglas

Lord Alfred is an effeminate
young man, an aesthete and
friend of Oscar Wilde, and has no
intention of being toughened.
They are accompanied by two
servants.

K2: Mr. Hirakaya Nakimatura

Nakimatura is a Japanese art
collector, a wealthy businessman
whose interests take him all over
the world. He specialises in the
Impressionists, but has interests
in many other areas, and has
recently decided to visit Mars and
study the native arts. If he is shown
the Amulet of Seldon, he won’t be
particularly interested; however,
he will be very impressed by the
“ephemeral art” of its liftwood
box, and other fine carving and
sculptures. He is always willing to

Mrs Mitsu Nakimatura

Mrs. Nakimatura is a plump
matron in her early forties. She
speaks no languages apart from
Japanese, and will rarely be
seen outside the stateroom. Her
presence poses an additional
obstacle to anyone attempting to
copy the code book. She wears
traditional Japanese clothing.

Miss Mai Nakimatura
Their daughter Mai is seven
years old, a pleasant child who
speaks a little English and French,
and will frequently be seen in the
saloon and other public areas. She

L1: Sneel Asnuun,
Prelate of Gaaryaan
Volaace Zeenkeer

This suite is still booked in
Asnuun’s name, though Zeenkeer
is the only occupant. It will
probably become the team’s
headquar ters. There’s room
for several people to meet in
comparative privacy, something
that’s lacking elsewhere aboard
the ship.

L2: Dr W.G. Grace
W.G. Grace Jr.
Many Britons think of Doctor
William Gilbert Grace as a godlike figure. He is the greatest
cricketer that ever lived. Grace
is a bearded giant of a man, an
eccentric who regards most forms
of education with contempt, but
is nevertheless a doctor with a
thriving country practice. He has
represented England in ever y
cricket-playing country on Earth,
and is now about to inaugurate
cricket on Mars, by defending
the wicket when the first ball
is bowled at the newly-opened
grounds in Parhoon. He and
his son (also a gifted cricketer,
though hardly in the Doctor’s
league) are travelling as guests of
the White Star Line, which hopes
to carry teams between planets
once the game is established
on Mars. Grace’s skills aren’t
limited to cricket; he is also AllEngland Croquet Champion, and
will wipe the floor with anyone
stupid enough to take him on
at darts, billiards, or any other
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